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Food processing is now the biggest industry in the
UK and in many other countries. It is also rapidly
changing from what was essentially a craft industry,
batch processing relatively small amounts of
product, to a very highly automated one with
continuously operating high speed production lines.
In addition, consumers have developed a greater
expectation for consistently high standard products
and coupled this with demands for such things as a
more natural flavour, lower fat etc. The need for an
increased knowledge of the scientific principles
behind food processing has never been greater.
Within the industry itself, increased automation,
company diversification and amalgamations etc.
have meant that those working in it have often to
change their field of operation. Whereas twenty
years ago, someone starting work in one branch of
the food industry could expect, if he or she so
desired, to work there all their working lives, this is
now seldom the case. This means that a basic
knowledge of the principles behind food processing
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is necessary both for the student at university or
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
college, and for those already in the industry. It is
hoped, therefore, that this book will appeal to both,
and prove to be a useful reference over a wide range
of food processing.
Biscuit, Cookie and Cracker Process and Recipes: A
practical reference for a wide range of recipes and
production information for crackers, snack crackers,
semi-sweet biscuits, short doughs, cookies and
sandwich biscuits. These recipes have been
developed in Europe, Asia, Australia, North America
and South America. Beginning with an explanation of
the production process and formulations, this book
provides easy-access information for developing
new biscuits, cookies and crackers for international
markets. All the process details, formulations,
technical information are based on the notes and
files of the late Glyn Sykes. Glyn gained wide
experience over a working lifetime in the biscuit
baking industry, working with over fifty biscuit
manufacturers world-wide. Glyn Sykes family have
made the information available for the new book,
which is a valuable reference for professionals in the
biscuit baking industry and students in the food
technology field. Includes more than 200 recipes and
images to show the process of making crackers,
semi-sweet biscuits, short dough biscuits and
cookies Presents practical recipes as the basis for
development of products using locally available
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ingredients and production equipment Provides
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
insight from long experience in the baking industry
world-wide
Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and
Cookies is widely regarded as the standard work in
its field. Part one covers management issues such
as HACCP, quality control, process control and
product development. Part two deals with the
selection of raw materials and ingredients. The
range and types of biscuits is covered in part three,
while part four covers the main production processes
and equipment, from bulk handling and metering of
ingredients to packaging, storage and waste
management. Eight expert authors have joined
Duncan Manley in extensively updating and
expanding the book, which is now some 25% longer
than the previous edition. Part one now includes a
new chapter on sustainability in the biscuit industry
and the discussion of process and efficiency control
is more detailed. In part two the information on
wheat flour has been extensively revised to reflect
recent developments and there are entirely new
chapters on fats and oils and packaging materials.
Photographs of the major types of biscuits now
illustrate chapters in part three, which also includes a
newly-composed chapter on the position of biscuits
in nutrition. Finally, part four has been
comprehensively reviewed and revised with the
assistance of an author from a major machinery
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manufacturer. With its distinguished editor and team
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of expert contributors this new edition consolidates
the position of Manley’s Technology of Biscuits,
Crackers and Cookies as the standard reference
work in the industry. Widely regarded as the
standard work in its field Covers management issues
such as HACCP, quality control, process control and
product development Deals with the selection of raw
materials and ingredients
This sequence of manuals addresses key issues
such as quality, safety and reliability for those
working and training in the manufacture of biscuits,
cookies and crackers. Each manual provides a selfsufficient guide to a key topic, full of practical advice
on problem-solving and troubleshooting drawn from
over 30 years in the industry. What Happens in a
Baking Oven o Types of Ovens o Post-Oven
Processes o Cooling o Handling o Troubleshooting
Tips This manual describes what is involved in
baking and cooling biscuits from dough pieces that
have been placed on the oven band.
Biscuit, Cookie and Cracker Process and Recipes is
a practical reference that brings a wide range of
recipes and production information for crackers,
snack crackers, semi-sweet biscuits, short doughs,
cookies and sandwich biscuits. These recipes have
been developed and tailored to markets in Europe,
Asia, Australia, North America and South America.
Beginning with the explanation of technical process
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and formulations, the book provides extensive
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images and easy-access guidelines for readers to
dip their toes into making accessible and marketable
biscuits, cookies and crackers. All the process
details, formulations, technical information are based
on the notes of Glyn Sykes, who has the wide
technical experience and knowledge of the biscuit
baking industry. Compiled by Sykes' family and
revised by Iain Davison, this book is a valuable
reference for professionals in the biscuit baking
industry and students in the food technology field.
Includes more than 200 tables and images to
showcases the process of making crackers, semisweet biscuits, short dough biscuits and cookies
Presents practical and marketable recipes which
could be adapted to special ingredients and
commonly used equipment Provides deep insights
from experienced experts, showing where to start
Baking Problems Solved, Second Edition, provides a
fully revised follow-up to the innovative question and
answer format of its predecessor. Presenting a quick
bakery problem-solving reference, Stanley Cauvain
returns with more practical insights into the latest
baking issues. Retaining its logical and methodical
approach, the book guides bakers through various
issues which arise throughout the baking process.
The book begins with issues found in the use of raw
materials, including chapters on wheat and grains,
flour, and fats, amongst others. It then progresses to
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the problems that occur in the intermediate stages of
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
baking, such as the creation of doughs and batters,
and the input of water. Finally, it delves into the
difficulties experienced with end products in baking
by including chapters on bread and fermented
products, cakes, biscuits, and cookies and pastries.
Uses a detailed and clear question and answer
format that is ideal for quick reference Combines
new, up-to-date problems and solutions with the best
of the previous volume Presents a wide range of
ingredient and process solutions from a worldleading expert in the baking industry
The first edition of Duncan Manley's reference book
Technology of biscuits, crackers and cookies quickly
established itself as the essential reference for
anyone involved in the manufacture of biscuits,
cookies and crackers. The publication of a fully
revised and updated new edition will be warmly
welcomed by this important industry. It is almost ten
years since the publication of the second edition of
this book. The pace of change witnessed by the food
industry over the last decade more than justifies the
publication of a fully revised and updated third
edition. The increasing importance of safety and
quality issues has led to a new chapter on TQM and
HACCP. Another significant development in the past
ten years has been the demand from consumers for
increasingly innovative and nutritionally valuable
foods. Manley has extensively revised and expanded
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the sections on product development and included
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
new material on nutritional issues to enable
manufacturers to meet these demands.
Biscuit, Cookie, and Cracker Production: Process,
Production, and Packaging Equipment is a practical
reference that brings a complete description of the
process and equipment necessary for automated
food production in the food/biscuit industry. The book
describes the existing and emerging technologies in
biscuit making and production, bringing a valuable
asset to R&D personnel and students in food
technology and engineering areas. Full of clear
illustrations, photos and text describing types of
biscuits, cookies and crackers, ingredients, test
bakery equipment, dough piece forming, biscuit
baking ovens, biscuit cooling and handling, and
processing and packaging, this book presents a
timely resource on the topic. Covers the complete
processed food production line, from raw materials
to packaged product Shows, in detail, the process,
production and packaging equipment for biscuits,
cookies and crackers Provides an understanding of
the development from a manual artisan process to a
fully automated, high-volume production process
Brings more than 200 pictures of biscuits, cookies
and crackers, along with machinery
Friendly and inviting--bound to be a classic--"What's
Cooking America" offers more than 800 tried-andtasted recipes, accompanied by a wealth of wellPage 7/22
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organized information. When Andra Cook and Linda
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
Stradley discovered that they each had been
working on compiling favorite recipes requested by
their children, they decided to throw their efforts into
one pot and let it simmer for a while until the
contents were thick and rich to emerge fully
seasoned as "What's Cooking America." Andra Cook
lives in North Carolina and Linda Stradley lives in
Oregon.
Manley s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and
Cookies is widely regarded as the standard work in
its field. Part one covers management issues such
as HACCP, quality control, process control and
product development. Part two deals with the
selection of raw materials and ingredients. The
range and types of biscuits is covered in part three,
while part four covers the main production processes
and equipment, from bulk handling and metering of
ingredients to packaging, storage and waste
management. Eight expert authors have joined
Duncan Manley in extensively updating and
expanding the book, which is now some 25% longer
than the previous edition. Part one now includes a
new chapter on sustainability in the biscuit industry
and the discussion of process and efficiency control
is more detailed. In part two the information on
wheat flour has been extensively revised to reflect
recent developments and there are entirely new
chapters on fats and oils and packaging materials.
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Photographs of the major types of biscuits now
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
illustrate chapters in part three, which also includes a
newly-composed chapter on the position of biscuits
in nutrition. Finally, part four has been
comprehensively reviewed and revised with the
assistance of an author from a major machinery
manufacturer. With its distinguished editor and team
of expert contributors this new edition consolidates
the position of Manley s Technology of Biscuits,
Crackers and Cookies as the standard reference
work in the industry. Widely regarded as the
standard work in its fieldCovers management issues
such as HACCP, quality control, process control and
product developmentDeals with the selection of raw
materials and ingredients"
Food additives is intended to provide the readers
with knowledge on some very significant aspects of
the food additives currently in use. Food additives
have become essential in the food sector with the
rising need for food processing and preservation.
However, the use of food additives is regulated
imposing strict rules as the impact of those additives
on health cannot be neglected. The first chapter
starts off with a general overview of food additives
highlighting the novel trends that enhance the
attributes of those additives. Thereafter, the chapters
are devoted mainly to plant-derived food additives
and microbially derived food additives. The main
topics discussed under 'additives from plant origin'
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are the efficacy of beetroot formulations as a source
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
of nitrate ions, plant-derived food preservatives and
plant-derived food additives used in meat and meatbased products. The further chapters discuss
'additives from microbial origin' focusing on lactic
acid bacteria and additives derived from lactic acid
bacteria and food additives used in 'bread-making'.
Overall, this manuscript emphasises the concept of
'clean labelling' and the importance of natural food
additives.
From chef and online baking star Gemma Stafford,
you can get more than 100 accessible, flavor-packed
recipes that anyone can make—anytime,
anywhere—in her very first baking cookbook. Gemma
Stafford—chef and host of the top online baking show
Bigger Bolder Baking—has worked as a pastry chef at
a monastery in Ireland, a Silicon Valley tech startup,
and a Michelin-starred restaurant in San Francisco,
and now brings her incredible desserts to life every
week for millions of viewers via YouTube, Facebook,
Instagram, and her popular website,
BiggerBolderBaking.com. Gemma hopes to restore
baking as an everyday art, and this dessert
cookbook is your guide. BAKE WITH CONFIDENCE
100+ sweet and simple dessert recipes for maximum
deliciousness with minimal effort Use just a few
common ingredients and basic kitchen tools for bold
twists on cakes, cookies, pies, ice cream, and more
Every recipe has gorgeous color photography and
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step-by-step instructions that anyone can follow with
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
ease ANYTIME BAKING An approach unique
among baking cookbooks, the chapters are
organized by the basic tools you’ll need—such as
Wooden Spoon & Bowl, Rolling Pin, or No Oven
Needed—so you can choose the recipes that are
most convenient for you during any spur-of-themoment craving BOLD NEW RECIPES &
CLASSICS Surefire hits include Chocolate Lava Pie,
Baked Cinnamon-Sugar Churros, Gemma’s BestEver Chocolate Chip Cookies, “In Case of
Emergency” One-Minute Mug Brownie, Raspberry
Swirl Cheesecake Ice Cream, and many more
BONUS: A chapter on Bold Baking Basics includes
essential techniques, tips, and in-a-pinch
substitutions so you can whip up Gemma’s
irresistible desserts with confidence
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book
Award (Baking and Desserts) A New York Times
bestseller and named a Best Baking Book of the
Year by the Atlantic, the Wall Street Journal, the
Chicago Tribune, Bon Appétit, the New York Times,
the Washington Post, Mother Jones, the Boston
Globe, USA Today, Amazon, and more "The most
groundbreaking book on baking in years. Full
stop."—Saveur From One-Bowl Devil’s Food Layer
Cake to a flawless Cherry Pie that’s crisp even on
the very bottom, BraveTart is a celebration of classic
American desserts. Whether down-home delights
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like Blueberry Muffins and Glossy Fudge Brownies
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
or supermarket mainstays such as Vanilla Wafers
and Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice Cream, your
favorites are all here. These meticulously tested
recipes bring an award-winning pastry chef’s
expertise into your kitchen, along with advice on how
to “mix it up” with over 200 customizable
variations—in short, exactly what you’d expect from a
cookbook penned by a senior editor at Serious Eats.
Yet BraveTart is much more than a cookbook, as
Stella Parks delves into the surprising stories of how
our favorite desserts came to be, from chocolate
chip cookies that predate the Tollhouse Inn to the
prohibition-era origins of ice cream sodas and floats.
With a foreword by The Food Lab’s J. Kenji LópezAlt, vintage advertisements for these historical
desserts, and breathtaking photography from Penny
De Los Santos, BraveTart is sure to become an
American classic.
This manual identifies the quality parameters and
describes each ingredient by type, function, handling
and storage.
This manual takes readers through such secondary
processes as coating, sandwiching and icing,
concentrating on common production problems and
how they can be solved.
The final manual describes the range of packaging
options available together with storage and handling,
highlighting the key issues in retaining product
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Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
The Technology of Wafers and Waffles: Recipes,
Product Development and Knowhow is the definitive
reference book addressing new product
development in wafers and waffles. As a companion
manual to The Technology of Wafers and Waffles:
Operational Aspects, it provides a varied selection of
recipes for different types of wafers, waffles, and
fillings. This book discusses flat and shaped wafers,
ice cream cones, cups, wafer reels, wafer sticks,
stroop waffles, and North American frozen waffles. A
separate chapter focuses on recipe calculations for
wafer and waffle batters, doughs, and fillings, which
allows estimating output, cost, and main nutrient
content. Finally, there is also an overview on the
patent and food science literature on wafers and
waffles in chronological order. Brings a selection of
recipes for different types of wafers, waffles, and
fillings, along with information on relevant patents
and literature Includes a chapter on recipe
calculations for wafer and waffle batters, doughs and
fillings, along with a glossary of terms in wafer and
waffle science and technology Explores recipe
calculation for estimating cost and final composition
in main nutrients for wafers and waffles Provides
tables that help keep nutrient targets during new
product development processes
THE intention of this book is to provide a guide for
potential management and supervisors and for those
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who wish to understand the fundamental principles
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
of biscuit manufacture. It does not set out to be a
learned treatise. The purpose of the book is to
simplify and explain processes and materials so that
the 'mystique'is replaced by logic. Once the mystique
is removed the biscuit maker is one step closer to
anticipating and solving problems. In attempting to
cover this subject within one concise volume, it is
difficult to avoid over-simplification or generalisation,
and apologies must be offered in advance where
these occur. To wallow in the fine details of
specialisation is to defeat the object of the book, and
less would be achieved if the issues were confused.
The reader's attention is drawn to the interpretation
of formulae (recipes). Raw materials, equipment,
methods, processes, and conditions vary
considerably; the formulae are intended as blue
prints from which, with a knowledge of the materials
and aims of the processes, and by trial and error, a
biscuit can be produced bearing some semblance to
the original. All formulae should be interpreted in
conjunction with the 'Guide to using formulae' at the
beginning of Chapter 12. As the biscuit industry
advances towards complete automation, plant and
equipment become more advanced and
sophisticated.
This stage in biscuit production is often a source of
problems. The author identifies what these problems
are at each stage, explains their causes and how
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they can be resolved.
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
The Technology of Wafers and Waffles: Operational
Aspects is the definitive reference book on wafer and
waffle technology and manufacture. It covers specific
ingredient technology (including water quality, wheat
flour, starches, dextrins, oils and fats) and delves
extensively into the manufacturing elements and
technological themes in wafer manufacturing,
including no/low sugar wafers, hygroscopic wafers,
fillings and enrobing. The book explains, in detail,
operating procedures such as mixing, baking, filling,
cooling, cutting and packaging for every type of
wafer: flat and shaped wafers for making biscuits, ice
cream cones, cups, wafer reels, wafer sticks (flute
wafers) and biscuit wafers. It also explores the
various types of European (Belgian) waffles and
North American frozen waffles. Serves as a
complete reference book on wafer and waffle
technology and manufacturing, the first of its kind
Covers specific ingredient technology such as water
quality, wheat flour, starches, dextrins, oils and fats
for wafer and waffles Explores wafer and waffle
product types, development, ingredients,
manufacturing and quality assurance Explains the
scientific background of wafer and waffle baking
Informs both artisan and industrial bakers about
many related areas of bakery product manufacturing
This sequence of manuals addresses key issues
such as quality, safety and reliability for those
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working and training in the manufacture of biscuits,
Technology And Nutrition Volume 3
cookies and crackers. Each manual provides a selfsufficient guide to a key topic, full of practical advice
on problem-solving and troubleshooting drawn from
over 30 years in the industry Packaging o Wrapping
Operations o Storage o Troubleshooting Tips This
manual describes what is involved in the packaging
of biscuits- the procedures used to protect and offer
biscuits for sale.
?Baking, referred to as the oldest form of cooking, is
used for producing everyday products like bread, cakes,
pastries, pies, cookies, and donuts. These products are
prepared using various ingredients like grain-based flour,
water and leavening agents. They are considered fastmoving consumer goods (FMCG) and are consumed
daily. Owing to their palatability, appearance and easily
digestible nature, they are highly preferred for both
formal and informal occasions. Nowadays, most
traditional baking methods have been replaced by
modern machines. This shift has enabled manufacturers
to introduce innovative bakery products with different
ingredients, flavors, shapes and sizes. The book is
invaluable reading for those starting their own baking
business or any baker looking to improve their existing
business in order to increase profits. The Global Bakery
Market size is predicted to reach USD 4.36 billion by
2030 with a CAGR of 3.8% from 2020-2030. Bakery
products are a part of the processed food class. They
include cake, pastries, biscuits, bread, breakfast cereals,
and customized baker products. The growing per-capita
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particularly in the growing markets of Asia and South
America; whereby, client demand is increasing for ready
to eat bakery products, as a results of the influence of
Western culture and additionally for its convenience. The
book covers various aspects related to different bakery
products with their manufacturing process and also
provides contact details of raw material, plant and
machinery suppliers with equipment photographs and
their technical specifications. It provides a thorough
understanding of the many new developments shaping
the industry and offers detailed technical coverage of the
manufacturing processes of bakery products. Food
Mixer, Cookie Extruder, Rotary Oven, Biscuit
Sandwiching Machine, Tunnel Gas Oven, Flour Mixer,
Cookies Rotary Moulder, Bun Divider Moulder, Planetary
Mixer, Spiral Mixer, Pillow Packing Machine, Oil Spray
Machine are the various equipments described in the
book with their photographs and technical specifications.
A total guide to manufacturing and entrepreneurial
success in one of today's most baking industry. This
book is one-stop guide to one of the fastest growing
sectors of the bakery industry, where opportunities
abound for manufacturers, retailers, and entrepreneurs.
This is the only complete handbook on the commercial
production of bakery products. It serves up a feast of
how-to information, from concept to purchasing
equipment.
Duncan Manley has over thirty years' experience in the
biscuit industry and during this period has collected
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manufacturers of biscuit, cracker and cookie products
throughout the world. In his new book Manley has put
together a comprehensive collection of over 150 recipes
to provide technologists, managers and product
development specialists with a unique and invaluable
reference book. Development activity is essential for all
companies but it is potentially very expensive. This
unique new book will enable research and development
staff to benefit from the experiences of other
manufacturers in new product development. It also
provides an invaluable resource for production managers
who wish to investigate improvements and cost
reductions for existing lines. The book begins by
investigating some of the key variables in effective recipe
development. It then presents a series of recipes for harddough products such as crispbread and crackers, shortdough biscuits and cookies, extruded and deposited
dough products. Further chapters include recipes for
sponge biscuits, wafers and secondary processes such
as icing and chocolate coating. A final chapter covers the
important area of dietetic products, including recipes for
reduced fat and sugar biscuits and products for particular
groups such as diabetics and babies. Biscuit, cracker
and cookie recipes for the food industry provides
unparalleled access to best practice in the industry, and
a wealth of ideas for product developers and production
managers. It will be an essential resource. Take
advantage of over thirty years of industry experience
Compare your recipes with over 150 included in this
book - improve, refine and experiment Enhance your
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all areas of this industry including cream crackers,
pretzels, sponge drop biscuits, plain biscuits, wafers and
secondary processing products such as icing, jam,
marshmallow and chocolate
Getting the basic formula correct is fundamental to
product development and quality. This book provides a
comprehensive collection of over 150 standard
commercial biscuit recipes and provides the ideal
companion to the third edition of Duncan Manleys
Technology of biscuits, crackers and cookies. It is
designed for the biscuit product developer as an aid in
the task of creating and perfecting a biscuit product.
A new study of the challenges presented by
manufacturing bakery products in a health-conscious
world The impact of bakery products upon human
nutrition is an increasingly pressing concern among
consumers and manufacturers alike. With obesity and
other diet-related conditions on the rise, the levels of salt,
fat, and sugar found in many baked goods can no longer
be overlooked. Those working in the baking industry are
consequently turning more and more to science and
technology to provide routes toward healthier
alternatives to classic cake, bread, and pastry recipes.
With Baking Technology and Nutrition, renowned food
scientist Stanley P. Cauvain and co-author Rosie H.
Clark present an innovative and much-needed study of
the changes taking place in the world of baking. Their
discussion focuses on the new avenues open to bakers
looking to improve the nutritional value of their products
and encompasses all related issues, from consumer
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and insights into the possible future of modern baking,
this unique text: Offers practical guidance on developing,
delivering, and promoting high-nutrition bakery products
Discusses reducing ingredients such as salt, fat, and
sugar for improved nutrition while preserving quality and
consumer acceptability Explores how wheat-based
products can be ideal vehicles for improving the nutrition
of major sectors of populations Suggests real-world
solutions to problems rising from poorly defined quality
guidelines and inadequate dialogue between bakers and
nutritionists Baking Technology and Nutrition is an
indispensable and timely resourcefor technologists,
manufacturers, healthcare practitioners, or anyone else
working in today’s food and nutrition industries.
Biscuit Baking Technology, Second Edition, is a
reference book for senior managers and staff involved in
industrial scale biscuit baking. It covers the biscuit
industry process, ingredients, formulations, besides
design, manufacture, installation, operation and
maintenance of the baking ovens. Written by an expert
on the biscuit baking industry, the book is a complete
manual guide that will help engineering, production and
purchasing managers and staff in the biscuit industry to
make the best decisions on oven efficiency purchasing.
Thoroughly explores the engineering of baking, details
biscuit baking equipments, oven specifications,
installation, operation and maintenance The second
edition expands chapters 1 to 3, detailing basic biscuit
process, product range, ingredients and process
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reorganized and updated Provides details of best
industry practice for safety, hygiene and maintenance of
ovens Contains explanations of heat transfer and all the
types of biscuit oven design with clear pictures and
drawings Gathers all the information on how to select
and specify an oven to be purchased for a particular
range of biscuits
This manual explains the principles and machinery
involved in baking and post-baking processes, and the
key issues in maintaining both quality and throughput.
This stage in biscuit production is often a source of
problems. The author identifies what these problems are
at each stage, explains their causes and how they can
be resolved. This stage in biscuit production is often a
source of problems. The author identifies what these
problems are at each stage, explains their causes and
how they can be resolved.
Each manual provides a conveniently sized and
innovative guide to its topic, full of practical advice on
problem solving and troubleshooting drawn from over
thirty years experience in the industry. A series of six
stand-alone training manuals Essential for those working
and training in the biscuit industry Address the key
issues of quality, safety and reliability
This sequence of manuals addresses key issues such as
quality, safety and reliability for those working and
training in the manufacture of biscuits, cookies and
crackers. Each manual provides a self-sufficient guide to
a key topic, full of practical advice on problem-solving
and troubleshooting drawn from over 30 years in the
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Creaming o Icing o Application of Jam o Marshmallow o
Caramel o Troubleshooting Tips This manual describes
what is involved in secondary processes of biscuits-the
procedures used to enhance biscuits after they have
been baked.
This manual describes the various types of biscuit
dough, the key stages in dough mixing and handling, and
identifies potential problem areas and solutions.
Biscuit, Cookie and Cracker ProductionProcess,
Production and Packaging EquipmentAcademic Press
This sequence of manuals addresses key issues such as
quality, safety and reliability for those working and
training in the manufacture of biscuits, cookies and
crackers. Each manual provides a self-sufficient guide to
a key topic, full of practical advice on problem-solving
and troubleshooting drawn from over 30 years in the
industry. The Biscuit, Cookie and Cracker Manufacturing
Manuals will be useful to managers and engineers
involved in processing confectionery and baked goods,
as well as designers of machinery and production lines.
Sheeting o Gauging o Cutting o Laminating o Rotary
Moulding o Extruding o Wire Cutting o Depositing o
Troubleshooting Tips This manual describes what is
involved in forming dough pieces from mixed dough.
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